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DocuSign
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Developers are always time sensitive and require useful utilities to help them shorten
development cycles wherever possible. Bits In Glass’ DocuSign utility is a re-usable
integration that speeds development time by giving Appian designers plug and play
functionality, allowing them to quickly and easily integrate DocuSign into applications.
Providing a full range of functionality, developers can rely on the DocuSign utility to handle
all aspects of the signing process; from signature requests all the way through to follow-up
communications.

WHAT IS AN APPIAN UTILITY?
An Appian utility is a ready to use component that allows the simple integration of pre-built
capabilities from other Appian developers and third-party services into new and existing
applications. Utilities provide customers with a “running head start” so they can quickly
incorporate functionality that would typically require several weeks of research and
development if starting from scratch. Appian utilities reduce implementation timelines and
increase an application’s ability to achieve quick return on investment.
The best part about Appian utilities is that they’re tools you can quickly incorporate into
your business application, requiring only minor modifications.
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DOCUSIGN UTILITY
BIG’s DocuSign utility brings DocuSign’s industry-leading functionality into any application
built on the Appian platform. Users are able to request electronic signatures both inside
the Appian built application or by taking advantage of DocuSign’s native capabilities. Built
to satisfy the widest use case possible, any user can be requested to sign and execute a
signature. You only need an email address to request and process a digital signature.

UTILITY BENEFITS & FEATURES
Benefits

Features & Functionality

 Only requires an email address to
process signature requests

 Creates signature requests

 Fully customizable embedded digital
signature experience
 Can integrate with both Appian and
non-Appian applications

 Alerts appropriate users of signature
requests and completions
 Communicates with Appian to start a
new workflow once a signature request
has been completed
 Sends a confirmation email to the signer
once they’ve signed
 Ability to share, upload, and print copies
of signed documents

ABOUT BITS IN GLASS
Bits In Glass (BIG) is an award-winning software consulting firm helping companies
outpace the competition, drive rapid growth, and deliver superior customer value through
technology. Since partnering with Appian in 2008, we’ve continuously delivered exceptional
business value to our clients. Our employees are Appian certified and have gone through an
extensive internal training program, which is reflected in our A-Scores.
Bits In Glass provides services in Canada and the United States with offices in Edmonton,
Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, Denver, and Dallas.

CONTACT US

Join other leading organizations in making Bits In Glass a preferred partner.
sales@bitsinglass.com | 1-888-336-4484 | bitsinglass.com/Appian

